quences wh1ch would be induced by the ex1stence of an
Artificial Consciousness.
The Artificial Consciousness as a concrete example of the arti
ficial in general has the potent1al to destroy art in an intngumg
way: !1) first it could substitute the artist as the orig1nator of
art-objects and art-events: (1i) then. second, for a pos
sib

Loosing the specific Human Identity
Perhaps someone could thínk. that the un-recognizab1lity of art
would not pose a problem. 1 don't think so! In the contrary, it
could pose a very serious problem to us. lf the artificial would
substitute the art1st we would not have a problem with art a
lone, but we would also have a problem with the spec,fic 1den
tity ot human persons. The human identity is triggered by the
expenences which arouse mainly through bodily processes
and through interactions w1th the surrounding world. lf we
would more and
mo
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Background
The background of my talk is a philosophical research project
at the lnst1tute for New Media in Frankfurt !Germany). The
pro¡ect 1s called the Knowbot,c Interface Project and its main
target 1s the development of a formal philosophical theory of
the str
uctures of human experience paralleled by a computer simula
tion based on this theory.
As an abbreviation I am calhng th1s computer simulation an
Artificial Consciousness [ACJ. Other names used for this simu
lat1on are Knowbot or Semiotic Machine. The concept of an
Art1f1c1al Conscíousness is part of the more wider paradigm
od Computar A
ided Phílosophy [CAP] wh1ch has sharply to be d1st1nguished
from Artif,c1al lntelligence (Al], from Software Agents, and
from the Artif1c1al l1fe (AL] paradigm. In what follows I want to
communicate to you sorne philosoph1cal reflections centered
around
the

Why should we speak about AC?
Well, what are the reasons why we should speak about
Artificial Consc1ousness in the context of this panel? Let me
explaín my point by considenng sorne of the possíble conse-

Of course one could doubt, whether the presuppos,tion 1s
true, that there really exists something which constitutes a
specific human nature. There is a strong tradition in science and meanwhile also in philosophy- wh1ch 1s operat,ng under
the assumptio
n that 1t is possible to naturalize the human mind completely.
This means for example that the consciousness of humans
can adequately be described as an assemblage of emergent
phenomena resu!ting from physiolog1cal processes only And
because the human
phy

The biggest Challenge

in

History

Compared to the ma1n traditions of philosophy, art, and reh
g1on in Europe, India. and Asia during the last 5000 years
appears this mechanistic view of the human race as a big chal
lenge; perhaps it 1s the biggest challenge 1n the history of
ideas ever.
Clearly, the mechanistic approach in the research of nature
and men has enabled lots of valuable msights into the functio
ning of the human body, especially also into the functioning of
the neuronal system. But what prevents me to accept such an
approac
ha

Consciousness revisited
Let me explain this a bit more. In the empirícal sciences 1s an
observer operating in an environment. where the question,
what has to be counted as facts, has to be answered by the
introduction of certain methods of measurement. lt 1s a tacit
convention that the abihty of the observer to perceive and to
interpret these perceptions lays outside of the scope of the
scient1f1c procedure. Th1s ability 1s considered to be a kind of
an invariant structure with regard to ali possible measure
ments. lf someone wants to investigate the structures which
determines the manner how an observer is perceiving and
interpreting, it is not enough to look from the outside of an
observer onto his overt or covert behavior. Even the measure
ment of energy patterns in cell assemblies of the brain does
not tell us anything about the way how an observer 1s expe
riencing reallty from the ins1de of his neuronal h the target to
explore the still repressed structures of the subject1ve human
experíence. We see this research not in opposition to the
empirical research of the body and the brain, but as a necessa
ry complementary strategy, which will in the future -hopefully
allow us to relate both perspectives. the subject1ve one and
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the ob1ective one, in a more explic1t way than today.
Epi Logue

In my opínion 1s thís the only poss1ble strategy to answer in
the future the quest1on whether humans are able to experien
ce and to act in a human specific way which cannot be mímic
ked by any conceivable artificial structure. In this case would
the artificial not be able to substitute an artist and therefore
the art1f1cial would not be able to replace art ín ali its characte
nzmg aspects. But the real outcome of this scientific endeavor
1s open!. In this kind of future -without human persons- would
art perhaps be understood as the mastery of a creative combi
natorics and such an art could also become the mam sc1ence
of the future
Art was always Artificial

